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Abstract:  

A multichannel smartphone spectrometer exploiting multiple identical diffraction orders of a customized 2D diffractive 

element is reported. The instrument utilizes diffraction grating holographic imaging to converge and capture the multiple 

diffraction orders simultaneously within the limited field-of-view of the smartphone’s camera detector. This eliminates the 

requirement of convergence optics as used in conventional spectrometer systems. Each diffraction order can be utilized as a 

single optical channel for spectroscopic analysis. As proof of concept, a customized 2D grating composed of two identical 

thin-film 1D gratings orthogonally stacked together is utilized to diffract the light rays emanating from a broadband visible 

source and produce four identical 1st orders dispersive diffraction in two orthogonal axes. The smartphone camera captures 

the diffraction orders within its solid angle – a quad-channel spectrometer exploiting the 2D properties of a CMOS detector 

is demonstrated. Mindful of losses, further increases in channel numbers is possible by simply increasing the number of 

gratings (N) within the stack spatially separated by an angle         ⁄  between successive grating axes. The instrument 

offers an ultra-low-cost, lightweight, high throughput, rugged and small form factor multichannel spectrometer ideal for 

field use as well as a laboratory benchtop alternative. To evaluate the performance of the instrument, three chemically and 

biologically significant parameters are measured simultaneously: - (a) iron concentration [Fe], (b) chlorine concentration 

[Cl], and (c) pH of the drinking water. 

Keywords: 2D diffraction grating imaging, DPD-Würster compound, Fe(phen)3
2+ complex, multiple analytes, 

multichannel spectrometer, smartphone sensing. 

1. Introduction   

Accurate diagnostics of public health systems often require multiple measurements largely using multiple sensors and 

devices working collectively to extract the detailed physiological and chemical information from different environmental 

sources and their associated dynamics for a better understanding of the eco-system [1]. Traditional approaches of detecting 

the multiple information require either recurrent and repeated measurements one after the other with the same instrument or 

a large number of single sensor devices. They can, through extended time and analysis, incur additional costs, complexity 

involving slow processing times, parameters that make measurements cumbersome for largescale field deployment in 

environmental, agricultural, natural disaster monitoring, mapping, and tracking. Smartphones, mostly used in-pocket 

electronic device, can be an appropriate instrument platform for multi-sensing within a smart-grid sensor network [2, 3]. 

The advantages are not only their rich choice of sensors and low-cost wireless platform but also their accessibility as an 

edge internet-of-things (IoT) computational tool aided by networking capabilities [4]. 

The diagnosis using a smartphone was initially driven by simple colorimetric and microscopic imaging where the 

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) camera of a smartphone is used for the optical readout, exploiting the 

red, green, and blue (RGB) color channels [5-7]. The recent integration of low-cost dispersive elements is harnessing 

powerful spectroscopic measurements which allows a user to extract multiple information from a single measurement 
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spectrally over a detectable bandwidth. Further, specially designed optics such as 3D-printable lenses, prisms, slits, 

diffusers, sample holders and fiber-optics guides have some added advantages in terms of miniaturization, integration, cost, 

and flexibility of the instrument [8-12]. Presently, most of the smartphone spectrometers reported so far are designed for 

single parameter detection of a sample utilizing a single channel [13-16]. This means additional measurements are done 

sequentially. Multifunctional instruments having dual-mode single-channel measurement provision are also reported [13, 

49]; a dual-functional smartphone-based sensor was reported for colorimetric and chemiluminescent detection [49]. 

However, in many practical applications such as in forensic analysis and environmental pollution monitoring, accurate 

diagnosis requires the detection of multiple parameters simultaneously in an identical setup and environment. This is 

critical for improving accuracy, referencing, and reliability as well as ensuring comparability. 

There are a number of smartphone spectrometers reported to achieve multichannel detection by utilizing beam splitting 

nano-optics [17, 18], and specially designed dispersive elements [19-21]. A second source and detector are also added in 

some devices including for benchtop spectrophotometers [22]. However, many of these have major challenges that affect 

overall instrument performance including the need for specially design optics, alignment between channels without 

interference, accounting for intensity variation among the channels, poor light collection, and stray light incorporation. We 

have recently addressed some of these challenges by demonstrating a novel concept of smartphone-based multichannel 

spectrometer that exploits the multiple diffraction orders of an ordinary one-dimensional (1D) diffraction grating [23, 24]. 

As a proof-of-concept, a dual-channel absorption spectrometer was demonstrated utilizing two diffraction orders: the +1 

and – 1 orders which have the highest intensity and are identical in nature. The second channel successfully produced a 

spectrum of the background (reference) signal used for absorption measurement of the sample using the Beer-Lambert law. 

Despite this successful approach, two key challenges remain in further increasing the number of channels: (1) size and light 

intensity variation between the successive diffraction orders and (2) limited field-of-view (FOV) of the smartphone camera 

for the increased number of channels where extension in the 1D plane is necessary. The first issue is mainly associated with 

the properties of diffraction grating where the losses increase dramatically for higher-order modes. 

Here, a novel concept of two-dimensional (2D) diffraction grating imaging based spectral analysis is proposed to address 

the above challenges of conventional 1D grating based spectrometers. The first challenge is resolved by incorporating a 2D 

diffraction grating array that can serve as both beam splitter and dispersive element; multiple identical diffraction orders 

can be generated not in 1D but in 2D, an outcome from the grating lattice geometry [25-29]. 2D diffraction gratings with 

uniform grating pitch have already received great attention due to their ability to separate incident light into its constituent 

wavelength components in two orthogonal axes [30-32]. For example, 2D diffraction grating with rectangular lattice 

generates four identical diffraction orders in the orthogonal axes [25, 31]. The second challenge associated with the 

convergence of multiple orders onto the limited FOV of the smartphone camera can be minimized by utilizing the 

technique of diffraction grating imaging. In this technique, the diffracted rays are periodically imaged in the form of a 2D 

array of virtual image called a parallax image array. The spatial separation between parallax images can be tuned not only 

using the grating parameters but also the position of the point source from the grating surface [33-36]. The technique 

overall offers great flexibility over the traditional approach of 3D imaging including camera array, lens array, or moving 

camera, and used in a range of applications such as 3D data processing, 3D profiling, 3D display, and so on [35, 37-39]. In 

particular, it eliminates the need for additional convergence optics such as lens, mirrors, or especially designed gratings (for 

example, concave blazed gratings and Fresnel gratings) as used in the traditional benchtop and smartphone spectrometers. 

This will further reduce the cost and increase the throughput with small form factor, and the overall robustness of 

spectrometer devices for many field-portable operations, especially in a resource-limited setting. 

In this work, a multichannel smartphone spectrometer is designed by utilizing a 2D grating having multiple identical 

diffraction orders that form a holographic image onto the smartphone camera. As a proof of the concept, a quad-channel 

spectrometer is demonstrated to monitor the absorption profiles of three different parameters simultaneously in three 

channels that are regarded as chemically significant to assess drinking water quality (iron, chlorine and pH). The fourth 

channel of this spectrometer is used as the reference channel. A smartphone application (app) allows measurements in 

fields and reporting results thus allowing an immediate response. Further extension of the instrument to achieve higher 

number of channels are clearly possible. 
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2. Instrumentation and Calibration 

2.1 Optical layout design 

The basic layout of the smartphone multichannel spectrometer utilizing a 2D diffraction grating imaging is shown in Fig. 1. 

A multimode optical fiber light guide (F = 1000 m, LF = 20 cm) and a light coupling set up having a ball lens (BL = 10.0 

mm; fBL = 7.3 mm) at the starting end of the fiber are used to collect the light from an optical source. The set-up has the 

provision of selecting the optical source from the blackbody emission of the sun and the in-built white flash LED of a 

smartphone. The use of sunlight reduces power consumption enabling longer operation in the field whereas the smartphone 

flash LED facilitates indoor and weather-independent applications. Despite the intensity variation up to an acceptable level, 

the solar irradiance is utilized providing flatter emission spectrum over λ = 400 ~ 700 nm compared to the phosphor-

converted flash LED emission. Emitted light from the other end of the optical fiber is used as the point source of visible 

light. A 2D grating is utilized to diffract the light rays emanating from the point source to produce identical diffraction 

orders in both orthogonal axes. The 2D grating of rectangular lattice structure is simply tailored by two identical thin-film 

polymer 1D transmission gratings (holographic, groove density    = 1000 lines/mm; Rainbow Symphony) orthogonally 

stacked together. 

The technique can generate    identical diffractions for a particular order by stacking N number of identical 1D gratings at 

an equal angular separation         ⁄  between the successive gratings as illustrated in Fig. 2. The number of the 

observable order, spatial resolution, and intensity profile of the diffraction depends on the surface lattice structure defined 

by N,   , and   . For the specified parameters of the gratings, higher diffraction orders of very weak intensity profile are 

not detected by the CMOS camera of the smartphone [Fig. 2]. In this work, a 2D grating of rectangular lattice structure is 

utilized to generate four identical diffraction orders that are used for quad-channel spectroscopic measurements. Each of the 

identical diffraction orders is used as a single channel to measure a sample placed on its propagation way. The diffracted 

light rays are captured by the CMOS camera sensor of the smartphone as a wavelength-dependent parallax image (PI) array 

of the point source. Here, the imaging depth of the virtual parallax images is same as that of the point source. The X-

coordinate of the parallax image,                  for the particular diffraction order ( ) and wavelength ( ) is 

determined by Eq. 1 from the location of the point source (  ,   ,   ) and the distance (L) between the grating and the in-

built imaging lens of the smartphone (0, 0, 0) as shown in Fig. 3. The Y-coordinate      of a parallax image is obtained by 

simply replacing   with    in Eq. 1. The imaging point                 on the parallax image pick-up plane is given by 

Eq. 2, where    stands for the Z-coordinate of the pick-up plane. Although the ray reaching                 in the pick-up 

plane seems to come from                 , only the rays emanating from the point source are real. The virtual rays 

coming from the parallax image to the optical center of the imaging lens meet the diffraction grating at the point given by a 

position function                , as equated by Eq. 3 [35, 37]. 

        

(a)                                                                                                           (b) 

Fig. 1.  The optical layout of multichannel smartphone spectrometer: (a) 2D top view; the side view is identical to the top view, and (b) 

3D illustration.  
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Fig. 2. 2N identical multiple diffraction orders generation from 2D grating stacked by N number of identical thin-film 1D diffraction 

gratings (   = 1000 lines/mm). 

 

Fig. 3. Illustrate diffraction grating imaging to capture four identical diffraction orders passing through the cuvettes as the parallax 

images by the CMOS camera detector. 
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Design parameters of the instrument are calculated using Eqs. 1-3 and considering a bandwidth                

     nm,    = 1000 lines/mm and minimum clearance    
= 11 mm for the lowest wavelength component    from the 

optical axis at the outer edge of the cuvette. The clearance is chosen by considering the dimension (12.5   12.5   48) mm 

of a standard cuvette of 1 cm optical path length and the minimum spacing of placement x = y = (14   14) mm among the 

four cuvettes corresponds to each optical channel. Utilizing the parameter of    
,  (      

) is calculated by using Eq. 4. 

 (      
)  

   

       
                                                                          (4) 
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where,     is the distance of the cuvette from the grating and   is the width of the cuvette. Considering the end of the 

optical fiber as the reference optical axis (i.e., at     ), X-coordinate of the parallax image for the wavelengths    and    

can be determined by Eq. 5 and 6 respectively. 

      
        |    |                                                                        (5) 

      
        |    |                                                                        (6) 

By considering Eq. 3 and Eq. 4,  

      
    

  

 
                                                                               (7) 

By solving Eq. 5 and Eq. 7, 

                                                                                     (8) 

The condition of real roots of the Eq. 8 are given by, 

  
                                                                                  (9) 

The condition of having diffraction orders within the FOV of the smartphone’s CMOS camera considering specified 

cuvette clearance is     137.46 mm. This determines the distance between smartphone’s camera to the source (end of the 

optical fiber) as 140 mm. Distance between smartphone’s camera to the grating, L = 60.6 mm is calculated by using Eq. 8. 

X-coordinate of the converging point at the grating for    is  (      
) = 33.7 mm as calculated by Eq. 3 and depicted in 

Fig. 3. In order to fit all four channels of the 1st order diffraction within the camera FOV, the minimum dimension of the 2D 

grating will be 67.4   67.4 mm. In our design, a 2D grating of dimension 80   80 mm is used. 

 

2.2 3D design and fabrication 

To assemble all optical components in the appropriate positions and keep them aligned with the smartphone CMOS camera 

module as designed above, a 3D optomechanical attachment for the multichannel smartphone spectrometer is modeled 

using computer-aided design (CAD) tools [Fig. 4(a)]. A cuvette holder is also designed to accommodate four standard 

cuvettes of 1 cm optical path length in the way of each 10,  ̅0, 01 and  ̅1 diffraction order. The holder works as a cuvette 

tray to place the samples in the specified cells and then insert them into the allocated slots. To improve light collection 

efficiency, a customized optocoupler attachment is modeled to hold the light collection ball lens precisely in position with 

respect to the optical fiber light guide.  

 

                    

Fig. 4.  Quad-channel smartphone spectrometer: (a) the 3D design with integrated optics, and (b) 3D printed device installed on a 

smartphone; cuvette holder is taken upward to show the cuvettes at the specified channels.  

(a) (b) 
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Low-cost polylactic acid (PLA) black filament is used to fabricate the optomechanical and optocoupler attachments and the 

cuvette tray utilizing the fused deposition modeling (FDM) based 3D printing technology. Finally, the 3D-printed 

spectrometer attachment is assembled and installed on the smartphone (Xiaomi Redmi Note 4) as shown in Fig. 4(b). The 

fabricated instrument is robust, inexpensive (< 14 USD), compact, and lightweight (~ 175 gm), designed for field portable 

measurements.   

 

2.3 Spectrometer App development and calibration 

For the proper functionality of the instrument in a smartphone platform, a customized Android app is developed. The 

workflow of the app to perform real-time measurements in multiple channels is illustrated in Fig. 5. At first, in the 

registration screen of the app, sample ID with corresponding refractive index is inserted for each of the quad channels. The 

app then adjusts the rear facing camera of smartphone according to the predefined settings at a fixed focus and -1.00 EV 

exposure compensation to produce a 2D image of 2976 × 2976 matrix of pixels that show the multi-color band of the 

diffracted light. In the image processing section, the spectrum of each channel corresponding to the defined diffraction 

orders is cropped from the 2D image, and a specific region of interest (ROI) is selected on each spectrum. A calibration 

algorithm is applied to determine the intensity (I) of each RGB pixel along the diffraction direction and plot them as I vs λ. 

The algorithm considers both nonlinear wavelength increment along the diffraction direction and additional drift due to 

refractive index variation of the sample and the holders as discussed in our previous work [24]. A spectral resolution of δλ = 

1 nm is achieved by considering the specification and position of the grating with respect to the detector, utilized orders of 

diffraction, and the specification of CMOS detector with imaging lens according to our previous study [24].  

 

           Fig. 5. Workflow of the customized quad-channel smartphone spectrometer app; inset shows the screenshots of the app. 

 

         

Fig. 6. (a) Solar emission spectral (on 09 April 2021 at 22.90° N, 89.50° E) response recorded by the four channels of 

the smartphone spectrometer; (b) absorbance spectra of Rhodamine B measured on smartphone and commercial 

benchtop spectrometers. 
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The performance of the app to reproduce a result in different channels was evaluated by measuring the visible emission 

spectrum of the sun simultaneously in four channels. The app satisfactorily measures the emission spectrum identical in all 

of the four channels [Fig. 6(a)]. Furthermore, the absorption spectra of a laser dye, Rhodamine B (RhB) at two different 

concentrations [RhB] = (1 and 7) ppm are also measured where three samples were placed in three different channels and 

the reference was measured in the fourth channel. The results are compared against a commercial benchtop (UV-1800, 

Shimadzu) spectrometer measurements to validate the absorption response of the channels [Fig. 6(b)]. The app also allows 

measurement of an unknown sample from a known correlation with their spectral response and sharing the results with 

others. 

 

3. Performance Evaluation of the Instrument 

To evaluate the performance of the smartphone multi-channel spectrometer, it was used to take three simultaneous 

measurements of water: the concentration of metal ions such as iron [Fe], disinfecting halogen chlorine [Cl], and acidity or 

alkalinity (pH). These are particularly important and when combined they provide an assessment of the physical, chemical, 

and biological properties of drinking water. The instrument has been applied to measure them via absorption spectroscopy 

where three channels were used for samples and the fourth channel was used for background (reference) measurements. 

The results of the measurement in the individual channel for a specific parameter are discussed below. 

3.1 [Fe] measurements 

Iron is a biological micronutrient essential for most living organisms, acting as a cofactor for enzymes to assist in 

fundamental metabolic processes. A significant portion of body iron requirement is fulfilled by drinking water where iron 

can exist in both ferric (Fe3+) and ferrous (Fe2+) forms. Fe3+ exists in surface water and comes mostly from industrial waste 

whilst Fe2+ is naturally present in underground water. Although high concentration ([Fe]   3.0 ppm) of iron is not always 

toxic, sometimes it works as a helpful agent identifying the presence of other hazardous metals ions in drinking water. 

However, [Fe] > 0.3 ppm can cause iron bacteria growth resulting pipe clogging and can introduce a bad odor and metallic 

taste of water [40]. Therefore, a regular monitoring of [Fe] in drinking water is important. To determine the [Fe] in water, 5 

standard samples were prepared by dissolving anhydrous FeCl3 in distilled water at different concentrations ([Fe]   0.5-5.0 

ppm). Hydrolysis of FeCl3 dissociates as Fe³⁺ and Cl⁻ ions and forms a yellowish solution. The commercially available 

1,10-phenanthroline (C12H8N2) is added into the solution as an iron probe which forms a strong reddish-orange colored 

Fe(phen)3
2+ complex, also known as ferroin, through chemical bonding with Fe2+ [41, 42]. Fe3+ is first reduced to Fe2+ by 

using a reducing agent – sodium sulphite (Na2SO3) because C12H8N2 is only sensitive to Fe2+. The intensity of the color 

complex increases with [Fe2+]. Finally, the total iron concentration within the prepared samples is confirmed by a standard 

checker disc (HI 38040, Hanna Instrument).  

Spectroscopic measurement of the prepared standard iron samples is performed and the corresponding absorbance spectra 

measured by both benchtop and smartphone spectrometers are plotted in Fig. 7(a). Both of the measurements are in a good 

agreement within the working range and show a broad visible absorption band with peak at    510   2 nm due to the 

formation of Fe(phen)3
2+ color complex. An empirical equation relating the absorbance area (K) and [Fe] can be obtained 

[Fig. 7(b)] and uploaded to the smartphone app for determination of [Fe] of unknown samples within the limit.  

 

3.2 [Cl] measurements       

Chlorine comes into the surface and drinking sources mainly from chlorination of the water – the use of bleach chemicals, 

typically hypochlorous acid (HOCl) for disinfecting bacteria, fungi, viruses, and other harmful pathogens.  However, highly 

chlorinated water ([Cl] > 5.0 ppm) can produce harmful carcinogenic trihalomethanes as a by-product element that causes 

cell damage. Therefore, a routine monitoring of [Cl] is essential to ensure a safe water ecosystem (2   4 ppm) [40]. To 

measure chlorine, 5 standard samples of [Cl]    0.7 to 10 ppm were prepared by dissolving calcium hypochlorite 

(Ca(OCl)2) in distilled water.  
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Fig. 7. Absorbance spectra of (a) Fe(phen)3
2+ complex at differently concentrated iron solutions, (c) DPD Würster compound at 

differently concentrated chlorinated water and (e) different pH samples in presence of universal pH indicator. The polynomial fit plot of 

(b) absorbance area vs [Fe], (d) absorbance area vs [Cl] and (f) Boltzman fit curve of absorbance area correspond to pH value. The error 

bars illustrate the relative standard deviation over three measurements of the same samples. 

 

The solution dissociates and releases free chlorine as HOCl or OCl–. As a strong oxidizing agent, free chlorine reacts with 

various chemical contaminants in water, mostly nitrogenous compounds (e.g. ammonia, nitrites, and amino acids) and leads 

to the formation of chloramines (monochloramine, dichloramine, and trichloramine) depending on the pH and temperature 

of the water. Production of chloramines converts free chlorine into combined chlorine and the total [Cl] is the summation of 

the two forms. A commercially available low-cost colorimetric probe, DPD (N,N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine), is used as a 

chlorine indicator that reacts with free chlorine in the presence of dissolved oxygen and turns the solution into a pinkish 

color. Potassium iodide (KI) is also added into the solution to react with the combined chlorine. The chloramines oxidize 

the iodide and release iodine that reacts with DPD to further contribute the pink color by forming the Würster complex [43]. 

The intensity of the color is directly proportional to the total [Cl] present in the solution. The final concentration is also 

confirmed by a checker disk (HI 38020, Hanna instrument).  

The absorption spectra of DPD-Würster compound for differently chlorinated water were measured in the second channel 

of the smartphone spectrometer and also in a benchtop spectrometer [Fig. 7(c)]. The color complex absorbs light within the 

visible band with the doublet absorption peaks at λp ~ 512   3 and ~ 553   5 nm. The Würster color complex strongly 

absorbs the green light (λp ~ 553 nm) and excites the photons to the lowest electronic excited state (D1). Due to a small 

energy gap between the D1 and the D0 (ground state), at room temperature, the free radical cation of Würster dye transits to 

the more stable D0 state within few picoseconds and consequently shifts the absorbance peak at λp ~ 512 nm. This transition 

between two absorbance maxima is held by the transfer of the unpaired valence electron from the amino groups toward the 

phenyl group [44]. A calibration equation is obtained by correlating the absorbance area with the [Cl] as shown in Fig. 7(d). 

 

 

(a) (c) 

(b) (d) (f) 

(e) 
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3.3 pH measurements 

Drinking water with a balanced pH level (pH ~ 6.5 to 8.5) is critically important to regulate body metabolic processes and 

beyond this range, it will be detrimental for health [40]. The knowledge of pH is also important for perfect disinfection of 

water system that ensures adequate chlorine in residual form within the drinking water to continue disinfecting action [45]. 

To measure water pH, a total of 5 buffer solutions ranging from pH ∼ 5 to 9 are prepared by titration of standard acetate 

and phosphate buffer using 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) at room temperature T ~ 25 °C. The pH value of each buffer 

solution is further confirmed by using a properly calibrated standard pH meter (Ezodo PH5011). Finally, for colorimetric 

readout of the sample pH, 0.1 ml of universal indicator is added to 10 ml of each buffer solution which gives a distinct 

color of each sample. The intensity of the colored pH solution is proportional to the concentration of the pH indicator. The 

measured absorbance spectra of the pH solutions using both standard and smartphone spectrometer are plotted in Fig. 7(e). 

Due to the protonated and deprotonated form of the pH probe molecules, the absorbance spectra show two distinct 

absorbance bands with duplet absorbance peaks at λp ~ 429 and 610 nm respectively as the pH of the buffer solutions shift 

from acidic to basic [46]. pH value and the acid dissociation factor (pKa) of the probe molecules have a great influence on 

the absorption peak. The solution with pH greater than pKa of universal indicator (~ 8.27) shows λp in the red band whereas 

solution with pH less than pKa absorbs blue light significantly [47]. Moreover, a redshift of λ = 20 nm is measured for the 

blue absorption peak as the pH of the solution is increased from 5 to 9. The relative absorbance area for each sample is 

plotted and the Boltzman fit function is obtained for the pH values [Fig. 7(f)]. To determine the calibration equation for the 

three different tests, firstly the absorbance response recorded by the smartphone spectrometer is normalized with respect to 

each channel and then the calculated absorbance area is utilized as the independent explanatory variables of regression 

analysis corresponds to the study variables [Fe], [Cl] and pH.  

For these three different tests, limit of detection (LoD), range, sensitivity and accuracy of the measurement are illustrated in 

Table-1. The LoD is estimated based on a signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 according to the guidelines of International Council 

for Harmonisation (ICH) [48]. Sensitivity is determined through the regression analysis method. The spectral response and 

so the test performance can be affected by the variation of the light intensity as well as the concentration of the reagent used 

in the sample as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (c) respectively. The impact of light intensity variation can be significant in the 

case of solar illumination which changes over time and location. Figure 8(a) depicts that for a specific band of RGB 

intensity (             ), performance parameters are not altered with the intensity variation of the light source whereas 

beyond this band test performance deteriorates significantly. This is due to the non-monotonical changes of RGB values of 

samples and references at the edges and also the poor signal-to-noise ratio at low light intensity. The average RGB intensity 

(   ) is calculated considering the normalized RGB values of the ith pixel for the defined ROI of N pixels on the spectrum of 

fourth channel according to Eq. 10. 

                                              
∑  (

  
   

 
  
   

 
  
   

)  ⁄ 
   

 
                                                                     (10) 

    not only depends on the ambient intensity (  ) but also the collection angle of the opto-coupler, sensitivity of the 

CMOS detector and the losses occurred in optics used in the spectrometer. At     ~ 1.0, the smartphone CMOS detector is 

saturated and incorrect absorbance response is recorded. Similarly, inappropriate spectral response is measured for the 

value of      < 0.2 [Fig. 8(a)]. For both of these cases LoD, sensitivity and range of the test are found different from the 

values as specified in Table 1 and are not suggested for use of the instrument as the measurement can be unstable. To 

ensure stable and accurate measurement, the customized app incorporates a correction algorithm to calculate     before 

taking a measurement and to suggest the user whether the light intensity is sufficient (    in between 0.2 ~ 0.9) or not. In 

contrast to solar emission, the in-built flash LED as an optical source offers superior stability (          ) ensured by the 

integrated driver circuit of the smartphone. This is also powered by the in-built battery of smartphone. Overall, the 

performance obtained using the flash LED are in good agreement with the solar emission-based measurement because of 

the implementation of source dependent normalization at the time of absorbance measurements [Fig. 8(a)]. 

In addition to light intensity, the sensitivity of the CMOS detector and the concentration of indicator have significant 

impact on determining the test performance parameters. As for example, influence of the different amount of universal 
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indicator for the quantification of pH is illustrated in Fig. 8 (b) and (c). For a water sample of certain pH, the absorbance 

increases significantly after increasing the concentration of the universal indicator from 0.01 % to 0.04% (v/v). This results 

about four-fold improvement in the sensitivity of pH measurement as determined from the pH titration curves in Fig. 8(c). 

The increase of the dye concentration allows the protonation and deprotonation reaction occur at a higher rate with the 

available indicator molecules in the sample. At the dye concentration beyond this limit, both the detection range and LoD 

are found degraded.   

 

Table 1. Validation characteristics for the measurement of [Fe], [Cl] and pH of drinking water 

Test 

Name 
LoD Sensitivity 

Range 
Accuracy 

Lower Upper 

[Fe] 0.36 (ppm) 
23.32 

A*nm/ppm 
     

 97.5% 

[Cl] 0.44 (ppm) 
14.12 

A*nm/ppm 
  

 96.7% 

pH 4.0 
15.42 

A*nm/pH 
    

98.3% 

 

 

       

Fig. 8. The influence of light intensity and dye concentrations on the test performance. (a) Influence of light intensity and optical source 

on [Fe] measurement; (b) 10 ml solution of different pH samples added with different amount of universal indicator; (c) influence of 

universal indicator on pH measurement. The error bars illustrate the relative standard deviation over three measurements of the same 

samples. 

 

3.4 Field tests         

To evaluate the performance of the smartphone spectrometer for simultaneous measurement of multiple parameters, four 

water samples were collected from different sources located in Khulna, Bangladesh region. The samples include 

groundwater (S1), surface water (S2), purified water (S3), and tap water (S4). With the above reagents and the designed 

smartphone quad-channel spectrometer, it is possible to measure three parameters simultaneously via absorption 

spectroscopy. [Fe], [Cl] and pH of drinking water are measured since these have important health ramifications. For 

example, the presence of Fe at an extreme level can cause the growth of iron bacteria and many other harmful pathogens. 

Chlorination is used for disinfection of the pathogens but its performance depends on the pH of the water – it is most 

effective at slightly acidic pH [45]. Therefore, simultaneous monitoring of these parameters in the sample is important to 

ensure safe drinking water. To do so, the water sample from source S1 is taken into three identical vials and placed into the 

three different channels (C1, C2, and C3). As before, the fourth channel (C4) was used to measure the background signal. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Phenanthroline, DPD, and universal indicator were added to the samples at the predefined concentration as used for [Fe], 

[Cl], and pH calibration respectively. The prepared solutions, corresponding diffraction images, and recorded absorbance 

spectra are shown in Fig. 9(a).  

After analyzing the measured spectra, the app immediately provides corresponding [Fe], [Cl], and pH values using the 

calibrated equations described above and then provides a recommendation for the usability of the waters based on the 

recommended guidelines. For the groundwater sample S1, the smartphone measurements provide [Fe] ~1.88 ppm, [Cl] ~ 0 

ppm, and pH ~ 7.37. The groundwater normally contains low levels of Cl that falls below the lower detection range ([Cl] < 

0.7 ppm) of the instrument. Though the significant level of Fe can make this water a bit metallic taste, the [Fe] and pH 

value remains within the acceptable limit. Following the same procedure, spectroscopic measurements of S2, S3, and S4 

are also performed as illustrated in Fig. 9(b) – (d). The spectroscopic analysis of the four types of drinking water samples 

reveals that typically groundwater contains more Fe than the surface and purified water. On the contrary, as surface water 

(S2) is collected for public usage and chlorinated before supplying as drinking water, it contains more Cl (~ 2.78 ppm) for 

future disinfection against bacteria. Cl is commonly used for water purification and thus purified water contains some Cl 

content ([Cl] ~ 1.56 ppm) but zero or negligibly low Fe due to filtration. Moreover, because of filtering out mineral content, 

the pH of S3 becomes slightly acidic (pH~ 6.26) lower than the standard pH range of drinking water. The pH level of tap 

water (S4) collected from a water distribution system is measured as pH ~ 7.72 where both iron ([Fe] ~ 0.52 ppm) and 

chlorine ([Cl] ~ 0.94 ppm) exist at a low level. The smartphone data of [Fe], [Cl], and pH measurements are in good 

agreement with the standard meter readings and have an average detection error within the acceptable range (      ~ 2.50%, 

      ~ 3.27% and     ~ 1.68%). 

 

          

 

           

Fig. 9. Multichannel detection of [Fe], [Cl], and pH level in four different types of drinking water samples: (a) S1-groundwater, (b) S2-

surface water, (c) S3-purified water, and (d) S4-tap water. Inset shows diffraction images correspond to the pictorially represented 

spectroscopic solutions prepared for measuring [Fe], [Cl], and pH value from each type of water sample. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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4. Conclusion 

In this work, for the first time, 2D dispersive element and diffraction grating imaging are introduced in smartphone 

spectrometer to demonstrate multichannel detection. Orthogonally stacking of two ordinary 1D gratings produces four 

identical diffraction orders, or optical channels, for multichannel measurements and avoids the issues associated with the 

intensity variation and spectral overlap between adjacent channels of multi-order 1D grating spectrometers. Additionally, 

diffraction grating imaging converges the diffracted light of broadband source within the limited FOV of smartphone 

CMOS detector. This overcomes the need for costly and complex light-converging optics as used in many benchtop 

spectrometers. The 3D-printed smartphone attachment including the customized portable cuvette holder makes the 

spectroscopic platform rugged and field-worthy and reliable for multiple sample measurements. The performance of the 

instrument has been validated by measuring three important parameters relevant to safe drinking water: [Fe], [Cl], and pH 

which together determine the physical, chemical, and biological health of a water system. The real-time detection of all 

these parameters based on accessible multichannel spectroscopy is essential to develop a highly reliable, real-time water 

quality monitoring system at the consumer end, offering democratization of technology that empowers people to identify 

problems of immediate concern to their community. Water safety is paramount in many regions of the world particularly 

after disasters such as cyclones, flooding, reactor leaks, and more. The instrument can also serve across other sectors 

including multi-parameter sensing of food quality, soil analysis, and biomedical species. As an edge IoT instrument capable 

of simultaneous measurements within a small form factor that is swarm compatible, it accelerates diagnostics anywhere in 

the field, across the industry, or in the laboratory allowing regional and global maps to be compiled [49, 50]. Further, there 

is room to expand the performance and overall throughput of the instrument by increasing the number of channels with 

more gratings (N = 3, 4, and even more) and customized sample holder with reduced cuvette sizes to fit within the angular 

space. 
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